Leadership Framework Workshop at JNGEC
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Centre for Sustainable Development organized one day Leadership Framework Workshop a workshop was organized on developing Leadership qualities among the young professionals at Jwaharlal Nehru Government Engineering College, Sundernagar under the program LEAD (Leadership in Education for Action and Development) proudly sponsored by HP and ICIE. The workshop was based on the approach to develop leadership among new generation professionals. The workshop covered issues around personal, professional and community lives which remain unaddressed due to lack of leadership in their personal lives. The focus of the discussion was, 'How an individual turns into a LEADER'? 'What makes him stand apart and LEAD'? Jitender Verma, President(CSD) talked about the various qualities like motivation, resilience, patience, will power, time management etc. which need to be possessed by a LEADER. During workshop a common framework of Leadership was developed and several thematic areas have been identified in varied fields such as Climate Change, Adventure, Nature, Personality Development, Social Empowerment etc. where students will be engaged for their multi faceted development. The workshop was conducted by Jitender Verma, Richa Sharma, Sushant sharma of Centre for Sustainable Development. The workshop was well coordinated by Mridul Sharma (TPO) JNGEC, Sunderagar.
The students enthusiastically enrolled themselves as LEAD Volunteers. In the next stage the students will be organized in various Thematic groups as per their enrollments to work in areas identified by them. The students will take ‘LEAD’ to resolve issues in such areas. The students engagement will not only resolve many social issues but the students will pick up highly prized functional skills like interpersonal skills, project management, crisis management, decision making, confidence, innovation, creativity etc.
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